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256 Y. Abranyos et al.atom. This description is, however, only valid as long as the atom is not saturated. Theassumption is that only one photon was scattered at a time. This allows, in principle(by comparing the initial internal states with the �nal states), to decide if interferenceis possible or not. However, one must be careful with such a description. Because of thecontinuous monochromatic excitation laser, the assumption of independently scatteredphotons, i.e. one at a time, is not valid. For a monochromatic excitation we have acoherent oscillation between the ground state and the excited state [6, 7, 8]. Due to theinteraction with the reservoir, after a few Rabi cycles, the atom reaches a steady state.In this paper we want to answer the question what happens to the interference picturewhen the atoms have evolved in a steady state. When is it necessary to talk aboutsaturated atoms or how long is the description of scattering of independent photonsvalid [9, 10]? Is it possible in the long time regime, in particular, to get \which path"information about the photon? The clari�cation of these problems is important for apossible realization of the quantum eraser [11-15], which stores erasable informationabout which path the particle had taken. We hope to answer these questions and givepossible schemes how the experimental arrangement of Eichmann et al. can be used toimplement a quantum eraser.Section 2 is devoted to the dynamical behavior of a 4{level atom where the two{folddegenerate excited and ground states are driven by a near resonant linearly polarizedlaser. Section 3 discusses the interference pattern of two driven 4{level atoms, especiallyin the saturated or steady state regime, and clari�es whether it is still possible to obtainwhich way information when there is no interference. Based on these considerations,we show how a quantum eraser can be implemented when the two atoms are drivencontinuously, as in the experiment of Ref.[1]. As it turns out, it is possible even in thelong time regime to adopt their interpretation if one uses a broad band excitation(instead of a cw one) of the two atoms. In this case, independent excitation andscattering events (one photon at a time) take place. In section IV we study the e�ect ofa broad band excitation �eld on the two atoms. Section 5 is devoted to the discussionof a quantum eraser model which can be used in the experiment. Finally, in Section 6we show how one can detect quantum coherence of mesoscopic or macroscopic systemswith a quantum eraser or, in general, in interference experiments and we propose thequantum eraser as a tool to measure the decoherence time of a local measurementprocess. 2. Dynamical behavior of a driven 4{level atom.The dynamical equations or master equation for a driven 4{level atom were �rstderived by Polder and Schurmann [7] in the context of resonance uorescence and byWalls et al. [8] in the context of interference in their analysis of [1]. In this sectionwe use the results of Polder and Schurmann [7] to derive explicitly the time depen-dence of expectation values of the electric �eld components in di�erent polarizationdirections. These results are important when we consider interference e�ects in theresonance uorescence of the two atoms, especially in the steady state regime.We consider an atom at rest, at the position r = 0, which is coupled to the electro-
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? ?? ?Fig. 1. Internal structure of the four{level atom with the relevant polarization sensitive tran-sitions.magnetic �eld by the interaction Hamiltonian,H = �~� � ~E(r = 0; t): (2.1)Here ~� is the dipole operator and the electric �eld is the sum of the classical x{polarized�eld and the quantized �eld of the reservoir in free space. The classical �eld is given by~Ec(r; t) = êxEo(r) cos(!t): (2.2)We denote the two ground states with j1i (mj = �1=2) and j2i (mj = +1=2), and theexcited states with j3i (mj = �1=2) and j4i (mj = +1=2). The frequency splittingbetween the ground and the excited states is !0. We consider the reservoir to be atzero temperature coupled to the atoms in the Marko� approximation. The interactionwith the classical �eld is given by,Hc = �~� � ~Ec = �12Eoêx � (~�(�)ei!t + ~�(+)e�i!t); (2.3)where the dipole operator, ~�(�), is related to the lowering operator operator as~�(�) = ��x̂(j1ih4j+j2ih3j) +iŷ(j1ih4j�j2ih3j)+ẑ(j1ih3j�j2ih4j)	; ~�(+)y = ~�(�) : (2.4)The x{polarized (�(�)�x) and the y{polarized (�(�)�y) scattered �elds are �{polarized(j�mj j = 1), while the z{polarized scattered �eld (�(�)�z) is �{polarized (j�mj j = 0){ see Fig. 1. Only the x{polarized scattered �eld is coherent to the incident light,while the y{ or z{component scattered �elds are not coherent. The two incoherentparts behave in the same way (have, e. g., the same spectra) therefore it is su�cientto consider only one incoherent component [7]. We restrict our consideration to thecoherent Ex{component and the incoherent Ey-component. The matrix elements of



258 Y. Abranyos et al.the atomic density operator satisfy the equations,d�̂14dt = (i�� 3)�̂14 + iv(�44 � �11);d�̂23dt = (i�� 3)�̂23 + iv(�33 � �22);d�11dt = 4�44 + 2�33 + iv(�̂41 � �̂14);d�22dt = 4�33 + 2�44 + iv(�̂32 � �̂23);d�33dt = �6�33 + iv(�̂23 � �̂32);d�44dt = �6�44 + iv(�̂14 � �̂41): (2.5)Here �kl = ��lk, �̂14 = �14e�i!t and �̂23 = �23e�i!t. The equations for �24; �13; �12 and�34 necessary for the calculation of hEz(t)i are not needed because hEy(t)i = hEz(t)i. InEqs. (2.5) � = !0�! is the detuning and v = ~� � ~Eo(0)=2�h is the interaction parameter.The decay rate 2 = 4=3�2!30c�3�h�1 is one third of the spontaneous decay rate of theupper to lower level. We obtain the following expressions for the relevant elements ofthe density operator in the weak �eld limit, v2 � �2 + 92,�14(t) + �23(t) = ei!t v(�� 3i)(92 +�2 + 2v2) [1� e�(3�i�)t];�14(t)� �23(t) = ei!t v(�� 3i)(92 +�2 + 2v2)e�4v2t=(92+�2)[�22(0)� �11(0)];(�44)ss = 12 v2(92 +�2 + 2v2) : (2.6)Here ss stands for steady state. For symmetric initial conditions �14(t)��23(t) vanishesfor all times. It should also be noted that in this expression the longtime limit shouldbe taken before the weak �eld (v = 0) limit. The expression for the radiated �eld isrelated to the dipole operator and is given by,hE(+)x i = �(tr)	(~r)xh�(+)x (tr)i;= �(tr)	(~r)xh�14(tr) + �23(tr)i;= �(tr)	(~r)x v(�� 3i)(92 +�2 + 2v2)ei!tr ;hE(+)y i = �(tr)	(~r)yh�(+)y (tr)i;= �(tr)	(~r)yh�14(tr)� �23(tr)i;= �(tr)	(~r)y v(�� 3i)(92 +�2 + 2v2)e(i!�4v2=(92+�2))tr : (2.7)Here tr = t� r=c is the retarded time. For the intensity we give only the steady state



Quantum eraser and the decoherence time . . . 259(t� �1) results,hEx(t)Ex(t)i = 2j~	(~r)j2h�44iss = j~	(~r)j2 v2(92 +�2 + 2v2) ;hEy(t)Ey(t)i = hEx(t)Ex(t)i; (2.8)with ~	(~r) = !2o4�r3�oc2�(~��~r)�~r�:Eqs. (2.7) show that the expectation value of the incoherent part of the electric �eldvanishes in the steady state. We can only have uctuations from this part in steadystate, and we note that the steady state is reached within a few Rabi cycles or Ramantransitions in the incoherent part of the spectrum.3. Interference of light scattered from two independent 4{level atomsHere we consider the question of the interference of light scattered from two in-dependent 4{level atoms. We will consider the experimental situation of Ref.[1] andassume the atoms are at rest at positions ~rA and ~rB . We will also neglect thermaluctuations of the center of mass of the atoms. The two atoms are driven by an x{polarized monochromatic weak laser, so we can use the results of the previous section.The interaction Hamiltonian isH = �(~�A � ~E(~rA; t) + ~�B � ~E(~rB; t)): (3.1)For a monochromatic transition we have a coherent oscillation between the ground andthe excited states [7, 8]. This implies, if we can neglect direct interaction between thetwo atoms, that each atom is driven independently. We can therefore use the equationsof Section 2 for each atom which leads to an entanglement between the two atoms afterthe absorption of the photon. The initial density operator for the two independentatoms is given by �(t) = �A(t)
 �B(t): (3.2)The �eld scattered from the two atoms has now two contributions to the resonanceuorescence and the intensity at the detector at position ~r is given byhI(~r; t)i = hIA(~r; t)i+ hIB(~r; t)i+ nh~E(�)A (~r�~rA; t)(~E(+)B (~r�~rB; t)i+ c:c:o: (3.3)The scattered �elds from atoms A and B are given in terms of the lowering operatorsof the two atoms as~E(+)A;B(~r�~rA;B; t) = �(t� rA;B=c)~	(~r)�(�)A;B t� j~r�~rA;Bjc !: (3.4)



260 Y. Abranyos et al.The last two terms of Eq.(3.3) are responsible for the interference. We want to seethe e�ect of detecting a speci�c polarization direction of the scattered �eld, say the x{polarization. The x{polarized part of the scattered �eld is responsible for the coherentpart of the spectrum [7], and therefore interference is expected in this polarization.From Eq. (3.3) we can express these terms ash~E(�)x;A(~r�~rA; t)~E(+)x;B(~r�~rB; t) + h:c:i =�(t� rA=c)�(t� rb=c)j~	(~r)j2[h�(+)x;A(t0)�(�)x;B (t0 + �)i + h�(�)x;A(t0)�(+)x;B (t0 + �)i]:(3.5)Here we have introduced the retarded time t0 = t � j~r � ~rAj=c and the delay time� = (j~r�~rAj � j~r�~rBj)=c. Using the results of Section 2 we �nd�(t� rA=c)�(t� rB=c)j~	(~r)j2[h�(+)x;A(t0)�(�)x;B (t0 + �)i + h�(�)x;A(t0)�(+)x;B (t0 + �)i]= �(t� rA=c)�(t� rB=c)j~	(~r)j2 v2(92 +�2)(92 +�2 + 2v2)2 cos(!�); (3.6)for the interference term. As expected, the coherent part of the spectrum gives rise tointerference.Next, we turn our attention to the incoherent part of the scattered �eld and consider,e.g., the y{polarized component. The z{polarized �eld has the same properties, so itsu�ces to deal with only one of them. Treating the y{component in the same fashionas the x{component we get,hE(�)y;A(~r�~rA; t)E(+)y;B(~r�~rB; t)i+ h:c: =�(t� rA=c)�(t� rB=c)j	~r)j2 v(92+�2)(92+�2+2v2)e�8v2t0=(92+�2) cos(!t)! 0: (3.7)We note that the observation of an interference pattern usually requires several scat-tered photons. On the other hand, the excitation time of an incoherent photon is relatedto tc = (92+�2)4v2 so we must assume t � tc to have any incoherent excitation. Theconsequence is that Eq. (3.7) goes to zero and the incoherent part does not contributeto the interference. At this point it is worth comparing our results to the interpreta-tion of Eichmann et al. [1]. Both considerations lead to the same conclusion, viz., theexistence of interference in the coherent part of the spectrum and no interference in theincoherent part. There is however an important di�erence between the two approaches.According to our results, the presence or lack of interference is a consequence of thesteady state behavior of the two atoms. In the interaction of a monochromatic laserwith an atom coupled to a reservoir steady state is reached in a few Rabi cycles. In thesteady state regime, however, there is no which way information any longer, and onethus can not invoke which way arguments to explain the presence or lack of interference[1, 5, 8].



Quantum eraser and the decoherence time . . . 2614. Interference due to the lack of \which way" informationWe now look for a possible modi�cation of the experiment of Eichmann et al. [1] toimplement a \which way" experiment. First we can not consider a continuous monochro-matic driving �eld, the in�nite long coherence time in such a �eld leads to coherent Rabiopping of the atoms with spontaneous decay, leading to a steady state of the two atomsafter some time. Therefore, we need laser pulses weak enough to excite only one atomper pulse and separated well enough to complete spontaneous emission before the nextpulse arrives or, alternatively, we can use a continuous broad band incoherent excita-tion. The interaction of a 4{level atom with a broad band excitation is discussed indetail in Ref.[9], we therefore give only the main results. The coherence time of thebroad band �eld is given by �c = 1=� where � is the bandwidth (not to be confusedwith the detuning in the previous sections). We assume that Tp � �1 so we canneglect stimulated emission by the broad band �eld. Furthermore, since �c � Tp, wecan regard the broad band �eld as a reservoir which leads to absorption of one photonat a time, followed by spontaneous decay. For such a system the interpretation in [1] isapplicable, and we can talk about interference e�ects due to the indistinguishability ofthe possible paths. In other words, for such a system a which way argument is applica-ble which is required for the implementation of a quantum eraser [12, 13, 14, 15]. Wenote that a broad band excitation has the advantage over laser pulses, in that it allowsa continuous monitoring of the atoms. With a broad band excitation the atoms do notsaturate. The interaction Hamiltonian with the broad band driving �eld ED is,Hint(t) = �(~� � ~ED(t)) = �(~�(�) � ~E(+)D + ~�(+) � E(�)D ): (4.1)For appropriate parameters ED satis�es the relation (see Cohen-Tannoudji [9])hE(�)D (t)E(+)D (t0)i = D2 �(t� t0); (4.2)which is just the Marko�'s approximation. We take ED to be z{polarized and obtainthe master equation,ddt�(t) = �D Xk;k0=A;Bf�(�)zk �(+)zk0 �(t) + �(t)�(�)zk �(+)zk0 � 2�(+)zk �(t)�(�)zk0 g; (4.3)and for the interaction with the vacuum we have,ddt�(t) = � Xk=A;Bf�(�)zk �(+)zk �(t) + �(t)�(�)zk �(+)zk � 2�(+)zk �(t)�(�)zk g: (4.4)The interaction with ED leads to mixed terms which connect the two atoms, while forthe vacuum we have no mixed terms. The mixed terms indicate that there is correlationbetween the two atoms, while for the vacuum each atom is independently coupled tothe reservoir and there is no correlation.In the case of a continuous broad band excitation, independent scattering eventsoccur for which we can apply which way arguments and a quantum eraser can be



262 Y. Abranyos et al.implemented. Unlike in the previous section, we now consider a z{polarized broadband driving �eld. This makes the incoherent part of the spectrum �{polarized andthe coherent part �{polarized. With the broad band excitation, we may consider asingle absorption process at a time and neglect stimulated emission since we assumedTp � �1. Therefore we treat a single absorption process followed by a spontaneousemission.We consider the initial condition for the density operator,�AB(to) = j1iAAh1j 
 j1iBBh1j: (4.5)After the absorption of one photon at time t0 of the broad band excitation �eld, thedensity operator of the two atoms, A and B, is entangled due to the nonlocal behaviorof a single absorbed photon. The coupling to the vacuum leads to decay of the excitedstates. So, immediately after the absorption of a photon at time t0, the density operatorevolves according to a master equation which describes the interaction of an excitedatom with the vacuum and we obtain,d�44(t)dt = �6�44(t);d�41(t)dt = �3�41(t);d�11(t)dt = 2�33(t) + 4�44(t);d�22(t)dt = 2�44(t) + 4�33(t);d�21(t)dt = �3�43(t);d�43(t)dt = �6�43(t): (4.6)With these equations we get the following time evolution of the density matrix,�44(t) = �44(0)e�6t;�43(t) = �43(0)e�6t;�21(t) = 12�43(0)(e�6t � 1);�11(t) = 13�33(0)(1� e�6t) + 23�44(0)(1� e�6t);�22(t) = 13�44(0)(1� e�6t) + 23�33(0)(1� e�6t);�41(t) = �41(0)ei!t�3t: (4.7)The other matrix elements are related so that �33 satis�es the same equation as �44and �32, �42, and �31 satisfy the same equation as �41. From the previous section, theinterference is given byj~	(~r)j2h�(+)A (t0)�(�)B (t0 + �) + �(�)A (t0)�(+)B (t0 + �)i: (4.8)



Quantum eraser and the decoherence time . . . 263The coherent part is related to the z{polarization or � � (j�mj j = 0) transition, whilethe incoherent part is related to x{ or y{polarization or � � (j�mj j = 1) transition.With these equations, we obtain for the interference term in the coherent scattering theexpression,j~	(~r)j2D�(+)A;z (t0)�(�)B;z (t0 + �) + �(�)A;z (t0)�(+)B;z (t0 + �)i= j~	(~r)j2TrA;Bn�A13(t0)j1iAAh3j3iAAh1j+ �B31(t0 + �)j3iBBh1j1iBBh3jo+ c:c:= j~	(~r)j2 cos(!�)e�6(t0+ �2 ): (4.9)The coherent part of the scattered �eld, thus, has a coherence time of (6)�1. As wesee, for �-polarized scattering, there are two indistinguishable ways which lead to thesame �nal state and therefore interference takes place.We consider now the case of �-polarized scattering. We get for the incoherent partof the x{polarized scattered light,j~	(~r)j2TrAB�h�A13(t0)j1iAAh3j3iAAh2j�B31(t0 + �)j2iBBh3j2iBBh3j+ c:c:	= j~	(~r)j2 cos(!�)e�6(t0+ �2 )TrAB(j1iAAh2j1iBBh2j+ j1iBBh2j1iAAh2j) = 0: (4.10)Thus the �{polarized scattered light can not lead to interference. The reason is that thescattering process brings one of the two atoms to a �nal state which is orthogonal to theinitial state. From another point of view, the scattering of a �-polarized photon leads totwo distinguishable paths for the photon, giving no interference. As emphasized above,it is important to recognize that impossibility to observe interference and entanglementof distinguishable states are connected by our �nal density operator. The entanglementof the atomic density operator is necessary for the observation of no interference, becauseit expresses the fact that, at least in principle, it is possible to obtain a which wayinformation. The mere availability of this information, i.e. the possibility that it isknowable, makes the interference impossible.5. Quantum eraserAfter these preliminaries we now show that a modi�cation of the experiment in [1]allows one to implement a quantum eraser with a delayed choice set up, in the senseproposed originally [14]. The �rst requirement is a non{unitary time evolution to erasethe information through an irreversible process, and the second is a measurement of thesecond order (or intensity) correlation function. The �rst condition is required becausea unitary time evolution is reversible and in any reversible process information is not\lost" and can be recovered by an inverse transformation which is again unitary. Thesecond condition is required because of the orthogonality of the photon states jAi andjBi of the photons scattered from atom A and B. A detection of the photons jAiand jBi reduces the in�nite number of possible ways they can take to one speci�c way,they have actually taken.Irreversibility is brought in by a non{unitary transformation such as a decay process,which is detected, so there is a non{unitary state reduction. Because of the internal
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Fig. 2. Arrangement for the quantum eraser. S is the light source which can have di�erentpolarization directions, �x is a �x-polarizer for the scattering photon and � is a �- polarizationdependent detector for the erasing photon.structure of the 4{level atoms, we do not need additional levels to erase the information,the 4{level structure is enough for the realization of a quantum eraser. We use the sameexperimental setup that was originally suggested by Scully and Dr�uhl, with a slightvariation, where a �{polarization sensitive detector is placed equidistantly betweenatoms A and B (Fig. 2). The detection scheme allows us to distinguish between a�{polarized erasing photon and a �{polarized interference photon. The erasing photonproduces a �nal density matrix which is entangled only between indistinguishable statesof the two atoms, and the measurement of the erasing photon is necessary to ensure thespeci�c �nal state of the two{atom density operator.The two atom system is driven with broad band light, as in the previous section,and TD(6) � 10, where TD is the travel time of the interference photon to the detector.This sets a limitation on the experimental apparatus, since it de�nes the position of thedetector of the interference pattern. This arrangement is necessary because we want toensure that there is su�cient time for the atomic density operator to evolve into thespeci�c entangled density operator between distinguishable states after the scatteringof the interfering photon. In addition, we apply an intense �-polarized pulse before thedetection of the interference photon and we want to make sure that there is enoughtime to observe the erasing photon before the interfering photon.We start to drive the atoms at to and after a time TP + (5)�1 we apply the strongshort pulse which excites only one of the atoms. After this there is su�cient timearound (5)�1 to detect the erasing photon before detecting the interfering photon.This ensures that we have the required �nal state whith entanglement only betweenindistinguishable states of the two atoms.To express the above qualitative description mathematically we consider the secondorder correlation function at times to and to+TP +(5)�1, that is just before applyingthe second laser pulse which is assumed to be �-polarized. The second order correlation



Quantum eraser and the decoherence time . . . 265function isG(2)(~r; t0; ~�; �) = TrA;B��̂(to)[(Ê(�)�A (~r; t0) + Ê(�)�B (~r; t)) (Ê(�)�A (~�; �) + Ê(�)�B (~�; �))][(Ê(+)�A (~�; �) + Ê(+)�B (~�; �)) (Ê(+)�A (~r;0 t) + Ê(+)�B (~r; t0))]	; (5.1)where � denotes the �{polarized photons which are used to erase the information and� denotes �{polarized scattered photons which are observed at the detector.The interfering part of the second order correlation function is given byG(2)int(~r; t; ~��) =Trn�̂(to)�E(�)�A (~r; t)�E(�)�A (~�; �)E(+)�B (~�; �) + E(�)�B (~�; �)E(+)�A (~�; �)	E(+)�B (~r; t)+E(�)�B (~r; t)�E(�)�A (~�; �)E(+)�B (~�; �) + E(�)�B (~�; �)E(+)�A (~�; �)	E(+)�A (~r; t)o: (5.2)Assuming the second short pulse is a one photon process, we get for time t00 = to +TP + TP2 + (5)�1, immediately after the excitation,G(2)int(~r; ; t; ~�; �) = 4�(t00 � (~rA=c)�(t00 �~rB=c)�(T0 � ~�=2c))e�6T0 cos(~k � �~r): (5.3)Here T0 = t00 � (TP + TP2 + (5)�1)) and �~r is the path di�erence. Immediately beforethe detection of the �{polarized photon we detect the �{polarized photon which erasesthe information since the probability of detecting the �-polarized photon in that timeis about 1� e�5 � 1, and the �nal atomic density operator is�A(tf ) = j1iAAh1j 
 j1iBBh1j+ j2iAAh2j 
 j2iBBh2j: (5.4)Thus, the �nal atomic density operator contains only entanglement of the two atomsleading to interference. The which way information is erased if we detect the �-polarizederasing photons before the scattering or interfering photons. The detection of theerasure photon before the uorescent photon is necessary because only this detectionensures the atomic system to be in the proper �nal state.If we detect the �{polarized erasing photons after the scattering photons then nointerference occurs because the atomic density operator is still in an entanglement ofdistinguishable states between the two atoms. Also, if we do not use a second correlationmeasurement there will be no interference. This is because of the orthogonality of thescattered �{polarized erasing photons. Their detection reduces the in�nitely manypossible ways to one for the scattered photons. These results were already known anddiscussed in [14]. Proceeding from these it is clear that if we use a �{polarized detectionscheme for the erasing photons there is some possibility that we detect the scattering orinterfering photons at the erasing detector and therefore destroy the part which containsthe entanglement between correlations.



266 Y. Abranyos et al.6. Quantum eraser and the decoherence time of a measurement processFinally, we show that the quantum eraser can be used to probe the decoherencetime of a measurement process[19, 20, 21]. The general quantum measurement processhas been dealt with in, e.g., [22, 23, 24] employing the following scheme. System S iscoupled to a meter M, and the meter is coupled to the environment or reservoir. Themeasured system here is the Zeemann splitting of the lower two degenerate states ofatom B. The initial condition for the two{atom system is�AB(0) = j1iAAh1j 
 j1iBBh1j: (6.1)After the application of the BBE �eld and the subsequent decay of the excited states,we have, �AB(t) = j2iAAh2j 
 j1iBBh1j+ j2iAAh1j 
 j1iBBh2j+ 1$ 2: (6.2)The system is coupled to the meter leading to the entanglement between S and M,�S�M = j2iAAh2j 
 j1iBBh1j 
 jm1ihm1j+ j2iAAh1j 
 j1iBBh2j 
 jm1ihm2j+ 1$ 2: (6.3)Here jm1i and jm2i are pointer states. The meter is coupled to the environment and theo�{diagonal elements decay rapidly, with a decoherence time �1dec of the pointer states.As a consequence, the interference term in the second order correlation function of thequantum eraser will decay rapidly due to the coupling to the meter. The erasing pulse,applied at a time �t after starting the measurement process, will restore the interferencebut with a reduced visibility at tf . The amount of reduction in fringe visibility is aquantitative measure of the decoherence time. Due to the coupling of the meter systemto the environment, the entanglement between S and M decays very rapidly with thesame decay rate dec. The system-meter state which is \macroscopic" is then given by,�S�M = j2iAAh2j 
 j1iBBh1j 
 jm1ihm1j+ e�dectj2iAAh1j 
 j1iBBh2j 
 jm1ihm2j+ 1$ 2: (6.4)The second order correlation function contains entanglement of correlations which arethe same as in the meter system and consequently will decay rapidly due to the mea-surement process. The application of the erasing pulse interrupts the measurement and,since after the pulse the states have the same magnetic quantum number, the signalvanishes. After a �t measurement time and the erasing pulse afterwards, we get thefollowing for interference, at time tf ,G2(~r; tf ; ~�; t0) = 4�(t0 � T0)�(tf � rA=c)�(tf � rB=c)� e�6(tf� 12 (rA=c�rB=c))e�6(t0�T0)e�dec�t cos(~k:(~rA �~rB)):(6.5)Here To is the same as the time de�ned in Section 5. The implication of the above isthat the visibility is reduced by a factor, related to e�dec�t, due to the measurement
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2�h -?Fig. 3. Scheme for the local quantum measurement process.process. Thus, the decoherence time is visualized by the reduction of the fringe visibilityand the quantum eraser can be used as a tool to study fundamental properties such asthe transition from microscopic to macroscopic systems, and the measurement processitself.The model for the measurement scheme is as follows. A cavity is placed around atomB (with a quantized cavity �eld inside), and also around atom A since the presence ofa cavity changes the decay rate. In addition to the cavity �eld, which is assumed tobe in the vacuum state initially, we have a classical (coherent state Ecl) driving �eld.The cavity �eld, coupled to the atomic system, constitutes the meter. A magnetic �eld,B0, is applied which splits the degenerate ground states. Both the classical and thecavity �elds are strongly detuned from the transition frequencies of the atoms. Thetotal Hamiltonian of atom B interacting with the cavity �eld and the classical �eld is,H = H0 +Hcav +Hcl;= �h!0�z + �h!aya+ �h�g�cav��ay + gcav�+a	++i�hgclEcl��+ � ��	: (6.6)Here �z = 12(j2ih2j � j1ih1j); (6.7)and gcav is the coupling parameter, ay and a are the creation and annihilation operatorsfor the cavity �eld Ecav respectively and gclEcl is the Rabi frequency of the classicaldriving �eld. The e�ective Hamiltonian for the system in the strong detuning limit isgiven by (after adiabatically eliminating the states which are not involved),Heff = 2�h� �z�jgcavj2aya+ g2cljEclj2 + i(g�clgcavE�cla� gclg�cavEclay)	: (6.8)Taking into account the strong detuning, gclEcl=� � 1 and gcavhncavi=� � 1, weobtain Hint = �h�z g2� �aya+ jEclj2 � iE�cla+ iEclay	; (6.9)where we assumed gcav = gcl = g. The terms �zaya and �z jEclj2 produce only anoverall frequency shift and can be neglected. Next, the cavity �eld (meter) is coupled



268 Y. Abranyos et al.to the environment as given by HME = �h�a�y + ay�	; (6.10)where � =Xk gkbk;�y =Xk g�kbyk: (6.11)Here b and by are reservoir annihilation and creation operators. The meter-environmentinteraction determines the particular states (pointer basis) to which the meter stateswill reduce (approximately coherent states). We now have a complete system{meter{environment (atom, cavity �eld and all modes of the quantized �eld at zero temperature)measurement process.The density operator for the system{meter, after tracing over the environment atzero temperature, satis�es the following equation,d�dt = g2� [�z(Eclay �E�cla); �] + cav2 �2a�ay � aya�� �aya	: (6.12)We expand the density operator,�(t) = 2Xi;j=1 �ij(t)
 jiihjj; (6.13)with the initial condition �ij(0) = X�i;�j Nnm(�i; �j) j�iih�j jh�ij�ji : (6.14)The system is considered arbitrary, while the meter is in the ground state. The masterequation can be solved using the normally ordered characteristic function [23, 24]. Thedensity operator for the system atom + meter evolves into the following,�(t) = j2iAAh2j 
 j1iBBh1j 
 j�1(t)ih�1(t)jh�1(t)j�1(t)i+expn(2�)2�1� cav2 � e�cavt2 �oj2iAAh1j 
 j1iBBh2j 
 j�1(t)ih�2(t)jh�1(t)j�2(t)i ; (6.15)where the coherent states form the approximate pointer basis for the meter. The deco-herence rate between two \macroscopic" states can be related to the distance betweenthem [23], and in this case we getdec = j�1 � �2jcav: (6.16)Finally, the visibility, at time �t after the start of the measurement and a subsequentapplication of the erasing pulse, is given byV = exp��2dec(�t)24 � : (6.17)To obtain this expression we have assumed cav�t � 1 and expanded the exponent inthe exponential of Eq. (6.15) to second order.



Quantum eraser and the decoherence time . . . 2697. ConclusionThe entanglement in the two atom system, as a result of the scattering of a photon,plays a crucial role in the quantum eraser. Entanglement is connected to the nonlocalbehavior of quantum systems and, in the case of interference experiments with onephoton, to the nonlocal behavior of the photon itself. The entanglement term dependson whether there is interference or no interference. In the case of no interference thereis an entanglement of the two atoms containing orthogonal states and therefore tracingover the atomic density operator gives vanishing result, while in the case of interferencethere is entanglement between populations of the two atoms and tracing over the atomicdensity operator gives a non{vanishing result.It should be emphasized that, since there is entanglement in both cases, we can notuse \which way" arguments for the photon. Even in the case of non{interference thedetection of the photon gives no information on which path the photons has taken. Ifwe really knew which path the photon had taken entanglement would not take placeand the quantum eraser would never work. The detection of the photon at the photondetector in the case of non{interference gives us only the possibility of knowing whichpath the photon has taken. The quantum eraser irreversibly erases the possibility ofobtaining \which way" information. In the case of interference we have no possibility ofobtaining \which way" information, to begin with. The �nal atomic density operatorcontains, in the \interfering part", an entanglement between populations.It is clear that we need the entanglement (correlations) to erase the information.If this entanglement is not stable (e. g. �nite decay rates of states j1i and j2i) thesecond pulse to erase the information must be applied before the decay of correlations.A local measurement of the state of one of the atoms, for example atom B, destroys thecorrelation and therefore the entanglement. In other words a local measurement on oneatom and therefore an explicit knowledge of the way the photon has taken irreversiblydestroys the possibility to erase the information because the entanglement leading tointerference is destroyed.To conclude, we want to point out that the quantum eraser is of fundamental interestin quantum optics because it allows us to explore two important aspects of quantummechanics: complementarity and nonlocality. We have shown that the entanglement ofnonlocal superpositions in the case of non{interference and the related entanglement ofcorrelations in the quantum eraser can be used to measure the decoherence time of amacroscopic or mesoscopic measurement apparatus.Acknowledgements This research was supported by a grant from the O�ce of NavalResearch (grant No. N00014-92J-1233) and by a grant from PSC-CUNY.References[1] U. Eichmann, J. C. Bergquist, J.J. Bollinger, J.M Gillgan, W.M. Itano, D. J. Wineland,M. G. Raizen: Phys. Rev. Lett. 70 (1993) 2359[2] W. Heitler: The Quantum Theory of Radiation, 3rd ed. (Clarendon, Oxford, 1954)[3] M. G. Raizen, J. M. Gillgan, J. C. Bergquist, W. M. Itano, D. J. Wineland: Phys. Rev.A 45 (1992) 6493
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